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Test Scheduling Changes

Due to a SIGNIFICANT INCREASE in students utilizing DRC’s test proctoring, appointments must be scheduled at least **four business days** prior to the test date.

Students will continue to use the **DRC Student Portal** to submit test requests to their faculty. As a reminder, students are expected to communicate with faculty prior to requesting each test to arrange and confirm testing details.

SmartPens Allow Independence for Note Taking

**DRC** is proud to offer students with approved notetaking accommodations an **exciting new tool** to increase their independent learning.

- **SmartPens** capture audio and sync it to your own handwritten lectures notes.
- Easily organize information on your a tablet or laptop.
- Play back the audio from your original note or from your computer.

**IF YOU’RE INTERESTED IN TRYING OUT A SMARTPEN, CONTACT DRC FOR INFORMATION OR TO SCHEDULE A TRAINING.**

Seeking Volunteers for Pilot Program - Sonocent

DRC will be seeking students to help pilot a new computer software, **Sonocent Audio Notetaker** that assists with learning, notetaking, and studying by allowing users to record live audio, import lecture slides, and organize information more efficiently.

**BE ON THE LOOKOUT FOR INFORMATION ABOUT SONOCENT AUDIO, AND HOW TO SIGN UP TO USE IT THIS FALL!**